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Abstract
In this paper, for the first time, we propose the supermodeling algorithm
which couples and synchronizes three-dimensional isogeometric analysis sim-
ulators. We focus on the computational oncology and we show that it is pos-
sible to obtain reliable prognoses about cancer dynamics by creating the su-
permodel of cancer. It consists of several coupled instances (the sub-models)
of a generic cancer model, developed with the isogeometric analysis. The
supermodel integrates with real data by employing a prediction/correction
learning scheme focused on fitting several values of coupling coefficients be-
tween sub-models. This supermodel data assimilation is an alternative to the
classical methods matching scores (even hundreds) of tumor model param-
eters. We show that the isogeometric analysis is a proper tool to develop a
generic computer model of cancer, which can be a computational framework
for developing high-quality supermodels. We believe that the latent fine-
grained tumor features, e.g., microscopic processes and other unpredictable
events accompanying its proliferation not included in the model (that is, not
involved directly in the mathematical model), are present in incoming real
data and will still influence in indirect way tumor dynamics.
Keywords: isogeometric analysis, tumor growth simulation,
supermodeling, data assimilation, GPGPU, GLUON environment
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1. Introduction
Data assimilation is the key component of computer tumor simulations
[1]. The modern computer simulators of tumor dynamics such as but not
limited to [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 22] have several dozens of parameters
that have to be adjusted to match with medical measurements, e.g., resulting
from the MRI scans of the tumor obtained within some time intervals from
patients.
For this inverse problem, we define the fitness function as some measure
between the numerical simulations and measurement data. We are looking
for such a set of parameters of the mathematical model, which minimizes this
discrepancy. We seek for proper values of the model parameters. This is obvi-
ous that such a problem is ill-conditioned, and the solutions’ space "explodes"
with an increasing number of model parameters. Classical data assimilation
algorithms result in prohibitively long computations [23, 24, 25, 26]. We can
solve the inverse problem by using either simple [36] or hybrid hierarchical
genetic algorithm [37]. Moreover, the inverse problem may encounter a vast
number of local minima, where our algorithm may get stuck. In such a case,
we obtain an imperfect approximation of the ground truth (GT). Thus, the
single tumor model itself may not be able to match the reality with adequate
precision. Even if we find an excellent solution to our inverse problem, it
may still be far from the real data that we want to match. This paper’s main
contribution is to propose the supermodeling as a second abstraction layer to
standard data assimilation procedures, which can improve their quality and
computational performance.
This approach was first proposed to deal with climate simulations [13,
27, 28, 29, 30]. The idea of the application of the supermodeling for tumor
simulations was described in [20, 21]. Herein, for the first time, we apply the
supermodeling which couples and synchronizes three-dimensional isogeomet-
ric analysis simulators. Namely, we couple and synchronize tumor models
realized numerically by using the isogeometric finite element method solver
[12] implemented in GALOIS [18, 19].
Our mathematical model of tumor dynamics uses the set of parabolic
PDEs (mainly reaction-diffusion type) representing concentration fields (den-
sities) of: tumor cells, tumor angiogenic factor (TAF), oxygen concentration,
extracellular matrix, and the degraded extracellular matrix. The model has
over twenty model parameters. Our goal is to simulate the tumor progres-
sion, similar as much as possible to the realistic patterns. Before the process
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Figure 1: Coupling of three sub-models and the ground-truth.
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of data assimilation, we propose to perform the sensitivity analysis of our tu-
mor model first [31, 32]. Finding the most sensitive parameters and dynamic
variables allows us to focus better on the data adaptation process and thus
to save computational time. Knowing the most important dynamic variables
enables us to construct the most parsimonious (in terms of the number of
sub-models connections) supermodel. We identify the four most sensitive
parameters. These are: tumor cell proliferation time, tumor cell survival
time, threshold oxygen concentration for tumor cells to multiply, or die. On
this basis, we set up three (sub)models being instances of the same model
with different values of (most sensitive) parameters so resulting in different
tumor growth evolution. Next, we construct the supermodel by coupling the
dynamic variables as well as by coupling the sub-models with the ground
truth data. As shown in Figure 1, three sub-models with parameters sets
S1, S2, and S3 are connected. They create the supermodel through dynamic
variables A and B. The strength of couplings is represented by the coupling
matrix C. In case of coupling continuous models of tumor dynamics, like e.g.,
isogeometric analysis simulator using reaction-diffusion models, the dynamic
variable is a scalar field, which for each time step is represented by a linear
combination of B-spline basis functions over three-dimensional cube shape
domain. We have a one-dimensional basis along x, y, and z directions
{Bxi,p}i=1,...,Ne+p, {Byi,p}i=1,...,Ne+p, {Bzi,p}i=1,...,Ne+p (1)
resulting in a tensor product three-dimensional B-spline basis of order p with
respect to each variable
{Bxi,pByj,pBzk,p}i,j,k=1,...,Ne+p (2)
In particular, for mesh size of N3e where Ne is the number of elements in
one direction, we have (Ne + p)3 coefficients, for each time step, e.g., for the
tumor density field
b(x, y, z; t) =
∑
i,j,k=1,...,Ne+p
bi,j,k(t)B
x
i,pB
y
j,pB
z
k,p. (3)
Thus, for the mesh dimension Ne = 120 and quadratic B-splines, the super-
model in this continuous setup requires a coupling of (120 + 2)3 = 1223 =
1, 815, 848 double-precision unknowns. In the case considered in this pa-
per, we couple a couple of tumor density scalar fields, which means that we
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couple millions of double precision variables, representing the coefficients of
B-spline spans over 3D mesh every time step. We train the matrix to obtain
the best synchronization between the sub-models. The training nudges the
supermodel of synchronized sub-models towards the ground truth data. The
value of nudging factor K is the learning rate, selected as a constant dur-
ing training. Since the (sub)models are coupled only by the most sensitive
variables; it eliminates the number of coupling factors.
We employed the learning scheme to fit both, the sub-models coupling
parameters and training constants, to the ground truth data. We employ
the ground truth the tumor dynamics snapshots (the number of tumor cells)
simulated by our tumor model with the reference parameter set.
Thus, by using the supermodeling approach, we can simulate this real-
ity by synchronizing, in a nonlinear way, a few different models. In par-
ticular, we applied the high fidelity model running on a cluster of GPUs
[22], so we have got the linear combinations of B-splines representing the
tumor density field over the larger computational mesh bHF (x, y, z; t) =∑
i,j,k=1,...,(NHFe +p)
bHFi,j,k(t)B
x
i,p(x)B
y
j,p(y)B
z
k,p(z), whereNHFe represents the num-
ber of elements in the high-fidelity results, and p represents the B-splines
order. Later, we project this solution using the isogeometric L2 projec-
tion into the computational mesh used during the supermodeling, to get
bGT (x, y, z; t) =
∑
i,j,k=1,...,(Ne+p)
bGTi,j,k(t)B
x
i,p(x)B
y
j,p(y)B
z
k,p(z), where Ne rep-
resents the number of elements over the mesh using during the supermodel-
ing simulations. In other words, we speed up data assimilation for a complex
multi-parameter dynamical process by adding the supermodeling abstraction
layer.
2. Key issues in supermodeling
The supermodel, illustrated in Figure 1, is composed of several (e.g.
three) sub-models S1(P1),S2(P2),S3(P3). In general, these sub-models can
represent various and heterogeneous models of tumor described by different
sets of PDEs [8, 9, 10, 11] (provided that there exist similar dynamical vari-
ables which can be coupled), however, in case of data adaptation, they may
also be defined as the same set of PDEs with different parameter values [12]
what we are examining in this paper. Of course, various parametrization
results in various tumor dynamics. Thus, we may have a few homogeneous
sub-models with respective parameters sets P 1,P 2,P 3, with admissible val-
ues. These sub-models define the following dynamics variables: tumor cell
5
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Figure 2: Creation of a supermodel.
density scalar field b, tumor angiogenic factor (TAF) concentration a, vas-
culature network, oxygen concentration, the density of extracellular, and de-
graded extracellular matrix. These dynamic variables are coupled by using
the coupling constants Cai,j,Cbi,j, where a and b denotes the coupled dynamic
variables, and i, j denotes the pair of coupled sub-models. Finally, we cou-
ple all sub-models with the ground truth data, using the training constant
(nudging coefficient) K that can be matched arbitrarily.
The general scheme demonstrating the construction of the supermodel
is summarized in Figure 2. We start with the creation of some sub-models
that try to match the ground truth, in our case, the numerical models of
the tumor progression. These models may use the same or different sets
of PDEs, e.g. kind of advection-diffusion-reaction models, as described in
[8, 12], or Cahn-Hilliard type models, as described in [10, 11, 9]. Specific sets
of parameters instantiate the models. There are, at least, a few methods to
set up the "proper" sub-models.
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1. We can select the parameters on the basis of general knowledge about
the simulated process.
2. We can start with the "most probable" set of parameters reported in
the previous research, and generate sub-models perturbing the most
sensitive ones.
3. We can apply a standard data assimilation procedure, and pre-train
the model within a short time. We can select as the sub-models the
parameter sets attaining the best local minima of a loss function.
In case of applying these strategies, it is good to know the results of sen-
sitivity analysis to optimize the search. We call this phase the pretraining.
Having the three sub-models S1,S2, andS3 with three sets of their parame-
ters P1,P2,P3 where:
PM = (pM1 , ..., p
M
n ), we can execute the learning phase, where we intend to
find the values of the coupling factors:
Ca1−2, Ca2−1, Ca1−3, Ca3−1, Ca2−3, Ca3−2, and Cb1−2, Cb2−1, Cb1−3, Cb3−1, Cb2−3, Cb3−2.
In other words, we parameterize the models with sets of parameters, and
we couple the models’ output, expressed by selected dynamic variables. We
run the three sub-models, and we find the values of the coupling parameters.
Once we have the coupling factors learned, we can create the supermodel
and use it for simulation.
These are the following questions to be addressed when we construct a
supermodel:
• Which sub-models should we choose, heterogeneous or homogeneous?
• How many sub-models do we need, and how many teaching samples
are necessary to find the coupling constants [21].
• How to select the sub-models, so their synchronized supermodel will fit
the ground truth (the real data).
• How many dynamic variables should we couple? How do we perform
the coupling? Should we make it strongly or weakly?
• What is the proper training procedure?
Different choices may lead to different supermodels, and there is no gen-
eral answer to all these questions [33]. The general idea is to make predictions
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more accurate. For example, the solution of the inverse problem may lead to
several local minima. Each of these local minima may be far from the ground
truth, but the supermodel can use these local minima as sub-models and may
synchronize well with the reality. Herein, we utilize the isogeometric analysis
solver with a 3D tumor model [12] parameterized with 21 model parameters.
We use the supermodeling for prediction of the system trajectory. As ground
truth, we use the results produced by multi-GPU tumor simulator [14] we
had developed earlier.
We can select the sets of parameters for the sub-models in two ways. The
first one is to choose a set of parameters for each sub-model randomly. The
second way is to use pre-trained models as sub-models, using standard data
assimilation procedures, e.g., resulting from inverse modeling and sensitivity
analysis. In research reported in this paper, we used the second method from
those enumerated earlier to set up the parameters of sub-models. The rule
of thumb is that we want the sub-models to be close to different ”good” local
minima surrounding the ground truth, see Figure 3.
In the supermodel we couple the sub-models through only one but very
sensitive variable, namely, the tumor density, to prevent the model from
being over wired and computationally demanding.
3. Supermodel of tumor
We used the one-phase mathematical model of tumor dynamics, which is
based on the previously published seminal papers [12, 12, 32].
Domain of the simulation is the cube Ω = [0, 5000]× [0, 5000]× [0, 5000]
[µm] = 5mm× 5mm× 5mm.
In the model we consider the following main quantities:
• tumor cell density b,
• tumor angiogenic factor (TAF) c,
• endothelial cells network,
• oxygen o,
• density of the extracellular matrix (ECM) M ,
• density of the degraded extracellular matrix (ECM) A.
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Figure 3: Selection of the sub-models with respect to the ground truth (GT). Preferable
choice corresponds to the case when the GT is surrounded by sub-models, and thus it can
be approximated by linear combination of sub-models.
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There are also some auxiliary quantities, derived from the main quantities
introduced above, i.e.:
• tumor cell sinks b−,
• tumor cell sources b+,
• tumor cell pressure P ,
• tumor cell flux J .
The regions where nutrients and oxygen are limited, the tumor cells pro-
duce TAFs which promote the proliferation of endothelial cells resulting in
the formation of vessels.
The TAF concentration influences the growth of the vascular network by
the discrete vascular model. It is governed by:
∂c
∂t
= χc∆c− γco c+ c+ (4)
where χc denotes TAF diffusion rate, γc stands for TAF decay rate, c+ is the
TAF “source”, where c+ = b(1 − c) for o < odeath, and odeath is the TAF
hypoxia rate.
The healthy cells, as well as tumor cells, live in the extracellular matrixM .
The density of the extracellular matrix decreases when the tumor cells grow:
∂M
∂t
= −βMMb (5)
where βM denotes the ECM decay rate. On the other hand, the density of
the degraded extracellular matrix increases with the density of the tumor
cells, and it is expressed by the following formula:
∂A
∂t
= γAMb+ χaA∆A− γoAA (6)
where γA denotes the production rate of attractants, χaA stands for diffusion
rate of degraded extra-cellular matrix, and γoA is the decay rate of degraded
extra-cellular matrix.
When the tumor cells grow over the normal tumor cell density, they im-
pose the tumor cell pressure P . The tumor cell pressure varies linearly be-
tween 0 for the normal tumor cell density bN = 1, up to 1, for the maximum
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tumor cell density bM = 2:
P =
{
0 for b < bN
b−bN
bM−bN for b
N ≤ b ≤ bM (7)
The tumor cell pressure imposes the tumor cell flux J :
J = −Db b (∇P + rb∇A) (8)
where Db stands for the cell diffusion coefficient, which varies with the skin
layer, and rb denotes the tumor cell chemoattractant sensitivity.
Finally, the tumor cell density varies from bm = 0 representing the state
with no cancer cells, to bM = 2 denoting the state with maximum tumor cell
density. When the tumor cell density is larger than bN = 1, it imposes the
tumor cell pressure:
∂b
∂t
= −∇ · J + b− + b+ (9)
where J is the tumor cell flux, and b+, b− describe tumor cell ”sources” and
”sinks”, corresponding to cell proliferation (creation of new cells) and apop-
tosis (death of cells). The tumor pressure and interaction with degenerated
extracellular matrix (ECM) induces the tumor flux, the oxygen supply gov-
erns sources and sinks. Tumor cell source and sink terms depend mostly on
oxygen supply, and can be expressed by the following formulas:
b+ =
b
T prol
(
1 +
τbA
τbA+ 1
Pb
)(
1− b
bM
)
for o > oprol
b− = − b
T death
for o < odeath
(10)
When oxygen level o exceeds oprol, tumor cells proliferate. On the other hand,
when o < odeath, tumor cells die. We compute the oxygen concentration o
as:
∂o
∂t
= α0∆o− γobo+ δo(omax − o) osrc (11)
where αo is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, γo is oxygen consumption rate,
δo describes how fast the oxygen is absorbed from the vasculature and omax
is the maximal oxygen concentration. Value of osrc is 1 if there is a vessel in
the specified point and 0 otherwise.
We introduce the vasculature as a discrete graph, with edges representing
vessel segments and vertices corresponding to the vessel connections. This
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graph is as a 3D bitmap of size K ×K ×K. Each cell is set to either 1 or 0,
depending on the presence or absence of the vessel, respectively.
The main task of the vasculature is to provide oxygen to cells. The
vasculature grows in response to the density of tumor cells and the presence
of TAF. Vasculature evolution, similarly to the generation of the initial graph,
has a stochastic nature and encompasses several processes:
• sprout creation,
• vessel degradation,
• vessel collapse,
• vessel dilatation.
All processes mentioned above, except the sprouting, are simulated at every
simulation step. The vasculature grows in response to the presence of TAF.
At each existing node a sprout may be created with probability ∆t/tsprout,
provided the local TAF density exceeds cmin. The direction of growth is
given by ∇c, which is a direction of the fastest growth of TAF and so points
roughly to the nearby oxygen-starving cells. Length of the segment is given
by lseg and initial radius by rsprout.
Vessels inside the region with a high density of tumor cells undergo a
degradation. Each vessel segment has a stability coefficient w, initially winit,
that is decreased by wdeg∆t during each update if the local cancer cell den-
sity b exceeds bnorm.
When stability reaches 0, the vessel may collapse with probability ∆t/tcoll
– once that happens, we remove it from the vasculature graph.
If the vessel has been in a region with high tumor concentration (b >
bnorm) for at least tswitch hours, process of vessel dilatation is initiated. If
value of TAF is sufficiently high (c > cswitch), radius of the vessel is increased
by ∆r∆t each step, until it reaches maximum radius rmax.
For the detailed description of the model, we refer to [12].
Summing up, the model is described by the following set of mainly parabolic,
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diffusion-reaction type of PDEs equations:
∂b
∂t
= −∇ · J − b
T death
[o < odeath]+
b
T prol
(
1 +
τbA
τbA+ 1
Pb
)(
1− b
bM
)
[o > oprol]
∂c
∂t
= χc∆c− γcoc+ c+
∂o
∂t
= α0∆o− γobo+ δo (omax − o)
∂M
∂t
= −βMMb
∂A
∂t
= γAMb+ χOA∆A− γOAA
We have denoted the most sensitive variable that we will use in coupling and
synchronization of the models, namely the tumor cells density b, by red color.
We have also denoted the most sensitive model parameters, as found by the
sensitivity analysis, by blue color.
The model is controlled by twenty-one parameters, presented in Table 1.
The tumor supermodel construction, as shown in Figure 4, involves:
• Homogenous tumor PDEs model, using the isogeometric alternating
directions solver [12] and the embedded dynamic discrete vasculature
graph [2].
• The sub-models are created based on either random selection of pa-
rameters, or they are pretrained with a genetic algorithm.
• In the second case, we use a simple genetic algorithm, finding local
minima in the sensitive parameter space. The values of the parameters
from these minima are selected to construct the three sub-models. We
present more details in the numerical results section.
• The coupling of sub-models is performed based on a single dynamic
variable, namely the tumor cell density.
• As ground truth, we use the results produced by a parallel multi-GPU
tumor simulator. For more details regarding the simulator, we refer to
Appendix A and [14].
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Symbol Value Description
bm 0 min tumor cell density
bM 2 max tumor cell density
bnorm 1 normal tumor cell density
Db varies tumor cell diffusion rate
rb 0.3 tumor cells chemoattractant sensitivity
oprol 10 tumor proliferation threshold
odeath 2 tumor cell hypoxia threshold
T prol 10 tumor cell proliferation time
T death 100 tumor cell survival time
Pb 0.001 maximum stimulated mitosis rate
τb 0.5 instantaneous reaction rate
βM 0.0625 ECM decay rate
γA 0.032 production rate of attractants
χaA 0.000641 decay rate of digested ECM
γoA 0.000641 diffusion rate of digested ECM
χc 0.0000555 TAF diffusion rate
γc 0.01 TAF decay rate
αo 0.0000555 oxygen diffusion rate
γo 0.01 oxygen consumption rate
δo 0.4 oxygen delivery rate
omax 60 maximal oxygen concentration
Table 1: Tumor model parameters [35].
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Figure 4: Dynamic variable used for coupling: tumor cell density b and most sensitive
model parameters: tumor cell proliferation threshold oprol and hypoxia threshold odeath,
tumor cell proliferation time T prol and survival time T death
4. Sensitivity analysis
We first perform the tumor model sensitivity analysis.
We turned the IGA-ADS tumor solver to be a stand-alone code, executed
with the input parameters provided from the command line, e.g.:
./tumor3d 4 12 2 120 300 1 0 2 1 0.3 10 2 10 100 0.001 0.5 0.0625 0.032
0.000641 0.000641 0.0000555 0.01 0.0000555 0.01 0.4 60
Where 4 corresponds to the number of nodes, 12 corresponds to the num-
ber of threads per node, 2 corresponds to the B-spline order p, 120 cor-
responds to the mesh size = the number of elements Ne in one direction
(resulting in (Ne + p)3 = 1223 = 1, 815, 848 unknown coefficients of the tu-
mor density scalar field to couple in the supermodel), 300 corresponds to the
number of time steps, 1 corresponds to the time step size (in the dimension-
less form). Then we follow with all the model parameters like in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Supermodel as a coupling between three sub-models nudged to the Ground
Truth.
The tumor cell diffusion rate Db is fixed during the simulation since it is a
property of the tissue.
We perform the sensitivity analysis of the model using the following
method. We start with the above reference values of the parameters. We pick
one parameter, and we run 20 simulations varying its values +/- 40 percent
with respect to the reference values while keeping other parameters fixed.
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For example, possible modifications of parameter tumor proliferation thresh-
old oprol are
./tumor3d 4 12 2 120 300 1 0 2 1 0.3 6 2 10 100 0.001 0.5 0.0625 0.032
0.000641 0.000641 0.0000555 0.01 0.0000555 0.01 0.4 60
...
./tumor3d 4 12 2 120 300 1 0 2 1 0.3 10 2 10 100 0.001 0.5 0.0625 0.032
0.000641 0.000641 0.0000555 0.01 0.0000555 0.01 0.4 60
...
./tumor3d 4 12 2 120 300 1 0 2 1 0.3 14 2 10 100 0.001 0.5 0.0625 0.032
0.000641 0.000641 0.0000555 0.01 0.0000555 0.01 0.4 60
We find out that the model is most sensitive to the four parameters,
denoted in Table 1 by blue color, namely tumor proliferation threshold, tumor
cell hypoxia threshold, tumor cell proliferation time, tumor cell survival time.
The sensitivity analysis results for these four parameters are summarized
in Figures 6-9.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of the tumor model with respect to tumor proliferation threshold.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the tumor model with respect to tumor cell proliferation time.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the tumor model with respect to tumor cell hypoxia threshold.
5. Inverse problem solution with genetic algorithm
To find the values of the four most sensitive parameters that approximate
the ground truth, we have executed the simple genetic algorithm [38]. In
other words, each of the individuals in the initial genetic population has some
randomly selected values of tumor proliferation threshold, tumor cell hypoxia
threshold, tumor cell proliferation time, and tumor cell survival time. As the
ground truth, we took some numerical results generated with the high fidelity
model [14]. As the fitness function, we measure the total tumor volume.
Namely, we sum up all the degrees of freedom for the tumor cells density,
through the entire mesh, through all the time steps, and we compute the
difference between the total tumor volume between the ground truth results
and a simulation executed for a set of parameters stored by the individual in
the genetic simulation:
fitness (GT , sim) =
∣∣volume(bh)− volume(bGT )∣∣ (12)
20
Figure 9: Sensitivity of the tumor model with respect to tumor cell survival time.
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where
volume(b) =
T∑
t=1
∫
Ω
b dxdydz =
∑
t=1,...,T
∑
i,j,k=1,...,(Ne+p)
bi,j,k(t)
∫
Ω
Bxi,p(x)B
y
j,p(y)B
z
k,p(z)
(13)
where bh denotes numerical solution and bGT corresponds to the total tu-
mor volume as computed in the high fidelity model ground truth simulation.
For the computations of the volume we use the coefficients bi,j,k(t) of B-
splines of order p span over the computational mesh with N3e elements in each
direction, in every time step t. Both the ground truth and the numerical
solution in time moment t are represented as a linear combinations of B-
splines span over the computational mesh. Namely, the numerical solution
bh(x, y, z; t) =
∑
i,j,k=1,...,(Ne+p)
bhi,j,k(t)B
x
i,pB
y
j,pB
z
k,p (14)
and the Ground Truth (projected onto the computational mesh)
bGT (x, y, z; t) =
∑
i,j,k=1,...,(Ne+p)
bGTi,j,k(t)B
x
i,pB
y
j,pB
z
k,p. (15)
We execute the genetic algorithm with randomly selected initial population,
we crossover, mutate, and evaluate the individuals and observe the conver-
gence of the algorithm to the solution.
The difference of the total tumor volume from the simulation and the
ground truth in the first 21 generations of the genetic algorithm consisting of
20 individuals in each generation is presented in Figure 10. The horizontal
axis denotes the percentage differences of total tumor volumes with respect
to the ground truth, the vertical one shows the number of iteration, and each
dot represents a single individual.
The convergence of the total tumor volume, represented by the average,
minimum, and maximum values of the fitness function (12) are presented in
Figure 11. We can see that the populations do not want to converge to a
single solution; they rather scatter in the local minima.
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Figure 10: The populations of the genetic algorithm. The individuals in the population
store the model parameters. The horizontal axis represents the differences of the tumor
volume between the ground truth and the volumes resulting from running the simulation
for particular individuals from the population. The vertical axis denotes the epochs of the
genetic algorithm.
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Figure 11: The convergence of the genetic algorithm.
6. Supermodeling algorithm
The supermodel is developed in three consecutive phases.
1. Initialization
• Perform sensitivity analysis to find the most sensitive parameters.
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Figure 12: Tumor evolution simulations within three sub-models differing in parameters’
values.
• Optionally solve the inverse problem to find local minima of the fitness
function.
• Setup three sub-models: S1, S2 and S3 with different parameters’ val-
ues, resulting in different tumor progressions, illustrated in Figure 12
2. Training
• Assume identical initial states in each sub-model,
• Setup coupling weights Cbij for i, j = 1, 2, 3, and K coefficient.
• For STEP=1,...,T
24
(a) Run one simulation step in each submodel (S1, S2 and S3).
(b) Modify obtained fields using the coupling constants
bh,i(x, y, z; t)+ =∑
j=1,2,3
Cbij
(
bh,j(x, y, z; t)− bh,i(x, y, z; t))+
K
(
bmean(x, y, z; t)− bh,i(x, y, z; t)) . (16)
where this correction is understood coefficient-wise, in a sense that
these scalar fields are approximated as linear combinations of B-spline
basis of order p span over the computational mesh with Ne elements.
Namely,
bh,i(x, y, z; t) =
∑
m,n,o=1,...,(Ne+p)
bh,im,n,o(t)B
x
m,pB
y
n,pB
z
o,p (17)
where i is the sub-model index and m,n, o are indexes of its coefficients
at time moment t, and we update it coefficient-wise at a given time
moment t
bh,im,n,o(t) =
∑
j=1,2,3
Cbi,j(b
h,j
m,n,o(t)− bh,im,n,o(t)) +
K(bmeanm,n,o(t)− bh,im,n,o(t)) (18)
where
bmeanm,n,o(t) =
1
3
∑
i=1,2,3
bh,im,n,o(t) (19)
(c) Correct the coupling parameter:
Cbij+ =
∫
Ω
(
bh,i(x, y, z; t)− bmean(x, y, z; t)) ∗(
bh,i(x, y, z; t)− bh,j(x, y, z; t)) dxdydz.
where the integral is computed over the cube-shape domain using
the discrete combinations of B-spline basis functions representing the
particular fields, and the mean field.
Cbij+ =
∑
m,n,o=1,...,(Ne+p)
(
bh,im,n,o(t)− bmeanm,n,o(t)
) ∗
25
∫
Ω
(Bxm,p(x)B
y
n,p(y)B
z
o,p(z))dxdydz∑
m,n,o=1,...,(Ne+p)
(
bh,im,n,o(t)− bh,jm,n,o(t)
) ∗∫
Ω
(Bxm,p(x)B
y
n,p(y)B
z
o,p(z))dxdydz. (20)
3. Supermodel simulation
• Setup identical initial states in each sub-model.
• Use coupling weights Cbij for i, j = 1, 2, 3, and K coefficient as obtained
from training stage.
• For STEP=1,...,300
(a) Run 1 step in each simulator (sim1, sim2, sim3).
(b) Modify obtained fields using the coupling constants
bh,i(x, y, z; t)+ =∑
j=1,2,3
Cbij
(
bh,j(x, y, z; t)− bh,i(x, y, z; t))+
K
(
bmean(x, y, z; t)− bh,i(x, y, z; t)) (21)
which is performed coefficient-wise in every time moment t
bh,im,n,o(t)+ =∑
j=1,2,3
Cbij
(
bh,jm,n,o(t)− bh,im,n,o(t)
)
+
K
(
bmeanm,n,o(t)− bh,jm,n,o(t)
)
(22)
7. Numerical results
We have performed several numerical experiments to verify the super-
modeling approach. Below we demonstrate and discuss a summary of the
selected three numerical experiments.
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7.1. First experiment
In the first numerical experiment, we build three sub-models with ran-
domly selected most sensitive parameters which values have been distributed
as ±40% around the reference values. We start the training phase with the
coupling constants Cij = 0.5, and the parameter coupling with the reality
K = 2.0. We have set up the range of the Cij values between [0.1, 0.9].
We present in Figure 13 the dynamics of the coupling coefficients Cij
during training. We can see that they do not converge since they reach the
minimum possible value of 0.1. The horizontal axis denotes the number of
time steps, and the vertical axis indicates the values of the coefficients.
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Figure 13: Convergence of coupling coefficients Cij for K = 2.0.
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Figure 14: Convergence of tumor volumes for supermodel with respect to the Ground
Truth.
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Figure 15: Convergence of tumor volumes for submodels with respect to the Ground Truth.
We investigate the problem further by presenting in Figures 14 and 15 the
convergence of the supermodel to the ground truth, measured in terms of the
total tumor volume. This time the horizontal axis denotes the number of time
steps, and the vertical axis denotes the total tumor volumes. We present the
volumes for particular sub-models (14), as well as for the average of the sub-
models (15) and the ground truth simulation (”reality”). We can read from
these figures that the sub-models and the supermodel fell into oscillations,
and we find out that the reason is that our coefficient K coupling with the
reality is too big, generating numerical oscillations.
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Total tumor volume (presented in Figure 14) consists of the volume of
proliferating and quiescent cells. Proliferating cells are those who multiply
due to the high local concentration of the oxygen. The quiescent tumor
cells are the cells which cannot proliferate due to unfavorable living con-
ditions such as hypoxia or the high pressure (e.g., [34]). Next, we present
the supermodel’s convergence to the ground truth, measured in terms of the
proliferating tumor cells. As previously we present the volumes of prolifer-
ating cells for particular sub-models (17), as well as for the average of the
sub-models (16) and the ground truth (”reality”).
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Figure 16: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for supermodel with
respect to the Ground Truth.
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Figure 17: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for submodels with
respect to the Ground Truth.
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Next, in Figures 18 and 19 we present the convergence of the supermodel
to the ground truth, this time measured in terms of the quiescent tumor cells.
We present the volumes of quiescent cells for particular sub-models (19), for
the average of the sub-models (18), and for the ground truth.
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Figure 18: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for supermodel with respect
to the Ground Truth.
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Figure 19: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for submodels with respect
to the Ground Truth.
Finally, in Figure 20 we present the difference between supermodel with
respect to the Ground Truth, for the supermodel before and after the training
phase.
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Figure 20: Difference between supermodel with respect to the Ground Truth, for the
supermodel before and after the training phase.
All presented figures confirms that in given configuration (i.e. with K =
2.0) supermodeling does not work and, as mentioned, the reason is too high
value of the K coefficient what results in numerical oscillations.
7.2. Second experiment
In the second experiment, we also build three sub-models with randomly
selected most sensitive parameters which values have been distributed as
±40% around the reference values. We start the training phase with the
coupling constants Cij = 0.5. We allow them to vary in the range of [0.1, 0.9].
This time we set the value of the K parameter to K = 0.9. Now, we expect
much better results (and their stabilization).
In Figure 21 we demonstrate that the coupling coefficients Cij converge
indeed to the reasonable value.
In Figures 22 and 23, we present the convergence of the supermodel and
its sub-models to the ground truth. We measure the convergence in terms of
the total tumor volume. We present the volumes for particular sub-models
(Figure 23), for the average of the sub-models (Figure 22) and for the ground
truth.
Again, since total tumor volume (presented in Figure 22) consists of the
volume of proliferating and quiescent cells – to give a better overview what is
happening inside the model in Figures 24 and 25 we present the convergence
of the supermodel to the ground truth, measured in terms of the proliferating
tumor cells. As previously we present the volumes of proliferating cells for
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Figure 21: Convergence of coupling coefficients Cij for K = 0.9.
particular sub-models (25), as well as for the average of the sub-models (24)
and the ground truth (”reality”).
Next, in Figures 26 and 27 we present the convergence of the supermodel
to the ground truth, this time measured in terms of the quiescent tumor cells.
We present the volumes of quiescent cells for particular sub-models (27), for
the average of the sub-models (26) and for the ground truth.
Finally, in Figure 28 we present the difference of the total tumor volume
and the ground truth, for the supermodel executed without the training phase
(all Cij = 0.5), and after the training.
We can see the improvement of the convergence, but there is still quite
a difference between the supermodel and the ground truth. To improve the
supermodel, we will employ the genetic algorithm to find local minima and
then we will build sub-models based on the parameters located in the local
minima.
7.3. Third experiment
In the third numerical experiment, we build three sub-models from the
parameters coming from the best-fitted individuals, as found by the genetic
algorithm. We start the training phase with the coupling constants Cij = 0.5,
and the parameter coupling with the reality K = 0.9. We set up the range
of the Cij values between [0.1, 0.9].
In Figure 29 we present the convergence of the coupling coefficients Cij.
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Figure 22: Convergence of tumor volumes for supermodel with respect to ground truth.
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Figure 23: Convergence of tumor volumes for submodels with respect to ground truth.
In Figures 30 and 31, we present the convergence of the supermodel and
its sub-models to the ground truth. We measured the convergence in terms
of the total tumor volume. We present the volumes for particular sub-models
(Figure 31), the average of the sub-models (Figure 30) and the ground truth
simulation.
Again, to give a better overview what is happening in the model, in
Figures 32–35 we present the convergence of the supermodel and submodels.
We measure the convergence in terms of the proliferation and quiescent tumor
cells volume.
Finally, in Figure 36 we present the difference of the total tumor volume
with respect to the ground truth, for the supermodel executed without the
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Figure 24: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for supermodel with
respect to the ground truth.
training phase (all Cij = 0.5), and after the training.
From the numerical results, we can see that both randomly selected su-
permodels, with proper distribution of parameters and the sub-models gen-
erated by the simple genetic algorithm, deliver a similar good quality of the
sub-model. In the following part of the paper, we select different numbers
of submodels and different initial distribution of submodels. We test their
dependence on the convergence of the training procedure and the quality of
the resulting supermodel.
7.4. Dependency on the number of submodels and initial parameter distribu-
tion
In Figure 3 we presented two different ”localizations” of submodels with
respect to the ground-truth. In the first case presented schematically in
Figure 3a, the submodels "surround" ground-truth, which, as we expect, can
be approximated by the linear combination of sub-models. In the second case,
presented in Figure 3b we do not have such a situation since all submodels
are ’located’ to the left of the ground-truth and we expect that in such case
approximation of reality through a linear combination of submodels will be
less effective than in the first case. We investigated this aspect performing
some experiments where we initially dispersed submodels parameters in three
different ways, i.e.
• parameters of submodels have been distributed evenly around the ref-
erence value. For instance, assuming that the reference value of oprol
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Figure 25: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for submodels with
respect to the Ground Truth.
is 10 we created submodels where in some of them the value of this
parameter has been greater than this value and in the rest it has been
less than the reference value.
• parameters of submodels have been distributed ”below” the reference
value. For instance, assuming that the reference value of oprol is 10 we
created submodels where in all of them the value of this parameter has
been less than the reference value.
• parameters of submodels have been distributed ”above” the reference
value. For instance, assuming that the reference value of oprol is 10 we
created submodels where in all of them the value of this parameter has
been greater than the reference value.
In Figures 37-39 we present some exemplary results. We present results
for three supermodels consisting of six, seven, and eight submodels, respec-
tively. We want to answer the question of how much the supermodel’s ef-
ficiency depends on the number of submodels. For experiments with six
submodels, we took the following configurations:
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 6 9.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 what means that
we run a supermodel consisting of six submodels. In three of submodels
the oprol parameter value has been set to 5.0, 7.0 and 9.0 (i.e., below the
reference value). The other three of the submodels have this parameter
set to 11.0 13.0 and 15.0, respectively (above the reference value)
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Figure 26: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for supermodel with respect
to the ground truth.
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 6 9.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 what means that we
run supermodel consisting of six submodels, where in all submodels the
oprol parameter has the value below the reference value of this parameter
(i.e. 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 respectively)
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 6 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 what means
that we run supermodel consisting of six submodels, where in all sub-
models the oprol parameter has the value above its reference value (i.e.
11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0 and 16.0 respectively)
Similarly, for experiments with seven submodels, we took the following
configurations:
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 7 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 15.0 what means
that we run a supermodel consisting of seven submodels. In four of
submodels the oprol parameter value has been set to 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 and
9.0 (i.e., below the reference value). In the other three submodels this
parameter has values of 11.0 13.0 and 15.0, respectively (above the
reference value)
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 7 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 what means that
we run supermodel consisting of six submodels where in all submod-
els the oprol parameter has the value below the reference value of this
parameter (i.e., 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 respectively)
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Figure 27: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for submodels with respect
to the ground truth.
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 7 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 what
means that we run supermodel consisting of seven submodels, where
in all submodels the oprol parameter has the value above its reference
value (i.e. 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 16.0 and 17.0 respectively).
Finally, for experiments with eight submodels, we took the following con-
figurations:
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 8 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 15.0 17.0 what
means that we run supermodel consisting of seven submodels. In four
of submodels the oprol parameter value has been set to 3.0, 5.0, 7.0
and 9.0 (i.e., below the reference value). In the other submodels this
parameter has been set to 11.0, 13.0, 15.0 and 17.0, respectively (above
the reference value)
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 8 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 what means
that we run supermodel consisting of six submodels. In all submod-
els the oprol parameter has the value below the reference value of this
parameter (i.e. 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 respectively)
• ./tumor_3d 4 2 10 32 300 8 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 what
means that we run supermodel consisting of seven submodels. In all
submodels the oprol parameter has the value above its reference value
(i.e. 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0 and 16.0 respectively).
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Figure 28: Difference between supermodel with respect to the Ground Truth, for the
supermodel before and after the training phase.
In Figure 3, we formulated and visualized the intuition according to which
the linear combination of supermodels where parameters surround corre-
sponding reference values approximates the ground-truth better than in the
case where submodels’ parameters ’drift’ in one direction in respect to corre-
sponding reference values. As one may see, in all three presented cases, this
intuition is confirmed since the black lines representing the submodels with
parameter values surrounding reference values oscillate the most around zero.
There is one more conclusion coming from Figures 37-39 i.e., along with the
growing number of submodels, the better and faster is the convergence of the
supermodel to the ground-truth.
7.5. Disturbance of insensitive parameters
Another interesting issue is the behavior of the supermodel when in the
initial stage, the values of not only (most) sensitive parameters are disturbed
but also (all) others. One could assume the hypothesis that in the experi-
ments presented so far, the supermodel was able to approximate reality be-
cause the parameter we have dispersed initially was the parameter on which
the model is most sensitive. Consequently, in the supermodeling process, it
is relatively easy to "correct" and adjust the model to reality because the
model moderately "easily "responds to the correction of such a sensitive pa-
rameter. We repeat the experiments discussed section 7.2. This time we
disturb all the parameters of the model except for o_prol_tc. The model is
most sensitive with respect to this parameter, and it was disturbed in sec-
tion 7.2. The disturbance of parameters was carried out in three variants -
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Figure 29: Convergence of coupling coefficients Cij for K = 0.9 with changed GT.
let’s call them Variant I, Variant II and Variant III, whereas the disturbance
parameter scheme presented in section 7.2 will be called Variant 0. In Vari-
ant I, all parameters (except oprol_tc) were disturbed "around" the reference
values (i.e. those presented in the Table 1) with a deviation of ±10% from
these reference values. In Variant I, all parameters (except oprol_tc) were dis-
turbed "around" the reference values (i.e. those presented in the Table 1)
with a deviation of ±30% from these reference values. Finally, in the Variant
III, various schemes for distributing their parameters were used for individ-
ual sub-models. And so, for the first submodel all its parameters (except
o_prol_tc) were scattered around the reference values with a deviation of
±10%, for the second submodel all its parameters were scattered "below"
the reference values in the range of:
[ref−20%ref , ref−10%ref ], while for the third submodel all its parameters
were scattered "above" reference values in the range of [ref + 10%ref , ref +
20%ref ].
As one may see in charts presented in Figure 40 for all three additional
parameters disturbance schemes, the supermodel was able to converge to-
wards the ground truth, but this time it took a little bit longer than for
Variant 0. It seems to be very natural and intuitive. Since, this time, we dis-
turbed less sensitive parameters, the model ”reacts” slower on any changes of
their values. The most similar to Variant 0 is Variant I – what seems natural
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Figure 30: Convergence of tumor volumes for supermodel with respect to the Ground
Truth.
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Figure 31: Convergence of tumor volumes for submodels with respect to the Ground Truth.
since in Variant I we used the smallest parameters values disturbance so the
’starting point’ in Variant I is very close to those of Variant 0. The situation
is slightly different for Variant II and III - in those cases, the supermodel can
converge to the ground truth, but this time it takes a little longer. It also
seems to be natural and in accordance with the intuition. Since the range of
parameters disturbance is now greater, so at the beginning, the submodels
are further from the ground truth it takes the supermodel more time to find
out the ’reality’.
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Figure 32: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for supermodel with
respect to the Ground Truth.
8. Conclusions
We focused on the three-dimensional tumor growth model described by
a system of PDEs with over 20 parameters. We simulated the tumor growth
using a linear computational cost O(N) alternating-direction isogeometric
solver. We coupled the continuous model with a discrete vasculature graph.
We performed the sensitivity analysis of the model, as well as the inverse sim-
ulation using a simple genetic algorithm. We found sets of model parameters
that match the ground truth in the best way. As the ground truth, we use a
high fidelity model executed on a GPU cluster. We found out that the inverse
problem solutions fit into local minima, and an additional data assimilation
process is necessary. We proposed the supermodeling approach for intelli-
gent coupling and synchronization of several sub-models. We trained the
coupling coefficients Cij, and build the supermodel with three sub-models
using the sets of parameters resulting from the inverse analysis. The su-
permodel matches well the ground truth data. A good agreement of the
supermodel with ”reality” is possible when proper training coefficient K is
selected and when we have a good selection of sub-models, surrounding the
ground truth. The future work will involve the construction of a supermodel
with sub-models using different PDEs and different simulators.
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Figure 33: Convergence of the volumes of tumor proliferating cells for submodels with
respect to the Ground Truth.
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Appendix A. Parallel three-dimensional tumor simulator develop-
ment for a cluster of GPUs
The solver performance is crucial from the point of view of practical appli-
cations of the supermodeling. The IGA solver discussed here was originally
implemented in C++ and run on CPUs. Decomposition of calculations into
threads and running computations on powerful supercomputers allowed to
increase efficiency, however, in practical applications, it was still not enough,
and the natural approach for further (significant) increasing the performance
of this solver was to implement and run calculations on GPUs.
The algorithm of the isogeometric solver is shown in the Listing 1 below.
void s imulat ion_base : : run ( ) {
be f o r e ( ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<s t ep s . step_count ; ++i ) {
before_step ( ) ;
s tep ( ) ;
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Figure 34: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for supermodel with respect
to the Ground Truth.
a f t e r_step ( ) ;
}
a f t e r ( ) ;
}
void s tep ( ) ov e r r i d e {
compute_rhs ( ) ;
s o l v e (u) ;
}
Listing 1: The algorithm of the isogeometric differential equations solver
At the start of the simulation, the solver performs pre-initialization in the
before() function, and during multiple iterations of the for loop determines
the subsequent states in consecutive time steps.
Running the next step() means calculating the right-hand side of the
differential equation and calculating the solution by calling solve(u) function.
Before and after each call of the step() function, before_step() and
after_step() are executed, where, among the others, matrix replacement
and saving to the file of the currently calculated time step take place.
From the point of view of computational complexity, the computation
time is ’consumed’ mainly by compute_rhs() (and solve(u)) functions ap-
pearing in the step() function, where the execution of the compute_rhs()
function ’consumes’ over 99% of time in simulations with reasonable mesh
sizes.
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Figure 35: Convergence of the volumes of tumor quiescent cells for submodels with respect
to the Ground Truth.
void compute_rhs (auto& rhs ) {
executor . for_each ( e lements ( ) , [& ] ( index_type e ) {
auto U = element_rhs ( ) ;
f loat J = jacob ian ( e ) ;
for (auto q : quad_points ( ) ) {
double w = weigth (q ) ;
value_type u = eval_fun (u_prev , e , q ) ;
for (auto a : dofs_on_element ( e ) ) {
auto aa = dof_global_to_local ( e , a ) ;
value_type v = eva l_bas i s ( e , q , a ) ;
f loat gradient_prod = grad_dot (u , v ) ;
f loat va l = u . va l ∗ v . va l − dt ∗ gradient_prod ;
U( aa [ 0 ] , aa [ 1 ] ) += val ∗ w ∗ J ;
}
}
}
executor . synchron ized ( [& ] ( ) {
update_global_rhs ( rhs , U, e ) ;
}) ;
) }
Listing 2: Original CPU C++ IGA solver implementation
void compute_rhs (auto& rhs ) {
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Figure 36: Difference between supermodel with respect to the Ground Truth, for the
supermodel before and after the training phase.
executor . for_each ( do f s ( ) , [& ] ( index_type a ) {
for (auto e : elements_supporting_dof ( a ) ) {
f loat J = jacob ian ( e ) ;
for (auto q : quad_points ( ) ) {
double w = weigth (q ) ;
value_type u = eval_fun (u_prev , e , q ) ;
value_type v = eva l_bas i s ( e , q , a ) ;
f loat gradient_prod = grad_dot (u , v ) ;
f loat va l = u . va l ∗ v . va l − dt ∗ gradient_prod ;
rhs ( aa [ 0 ] , aa [ 1 ] ) += val ∗ w ∗ J ;
}
}
) }
value_type eval_fun ( vector_type& v , index_type e ,
index_type q ) {
value_type u{} ;
for (auto b : dofs_on_element ( e ) ) {
f loat c = v(b [ 0 ] , b [ 1 ] ) ;
value_type B = eva l_bas i s ( e , q , b ) ; u += c ∗ B;
}
return u ;
}
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Figure 37: Difference between Ground Truth and supermodel predicted tumor volume
for super model consisting of 6 submodels and with different starting parameter values
distributions.
Figure 38: Difference between Ground Truth and supermodel predicted tumor volume
for super model consisting of 7 submodels and with different starting parameter values
distributions.
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Figure 39: The difference between Ground Truth and supermodel predicted tumor volume
for super model consisting of 8 submodels and with different starting parameter values
distributions.
Figure 40: Comparison of supermodel convergence for different initial (insensitive) param-
eter disturbance schemes for K = 0.9
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}
Listing 3: Improved CPU C++ IGA solver implementation
void compute_rhs_prev (auto& rhs ) {
executor . for_each ( e lements ( ) , [& ] ( index_type e ) {
for (auto q : quad_points ( ) ) {
value_type u = eval_fun (u_prev , e , q ) ;
TMP_U_eval_fun [ e ] [ q ] = u ;
}
})
}
void compute_rhs_post (auto& rhs ) {
executor . for_each ( do f s ( ) , [& ] ( index_type a ) {
for (auto e : elements_supporting_dof ( a ) ) {
f loat J = jacob ian ( e ) ;
for (auto q : quad_points ( ) ) {
double w = weigth (q ) ;
value_type u = TMP_U_eval_fun [ e ] [ q ] ;
value_type v = eva l_bas i s ( e , q , a ) ;
f loat gradient_prod = grad_dot (u , v ) ;
f loat va l = u . va l ∗ v . va l − dt ∗ gradient_prod ;
rhs ( aa [ 0 ] , aa [ 1 ] ) += val ∗ w ∗ J ;
}
}
})
}
Listing 4: GPU IGA solver implementation
In its original C++ implementation compute_rhs() function was imple-
mented as it is presented in Listing 2.
The idea of this function consists of running the for loop on all E ele-
ments, and next in iterating through all Q quadrature points. At this place,
there was the for iteration going through all local degrees of freedom A
(corresponding to local matrix rows and columns) and calculating the appro-
priate values and putting them into the element array U . Next the values
from the U arrays from various calls of the loop
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executor.for_each(elements(), [&](index_typee) were added to the global
result matrix.
The parallelization of this algorithm in its original implementation con-
sists of parallel execution of calculations for individual elements E. At the
end of every step, the synchronized execution of the summation ensured the
correctness of data but, unfortunately, at the expense of extended computa-
tion time.
This type of code construction is not optimal for GPU execution. Fre-
quent threads synchronization on the GPU card often results in even longer
code execution than for the reference CPU code.
Therefore, following the GPU code execution patterns, the IGA algorithm
has been slightly modified and is presented in Listing 3.
The proposed modification focuses on one of the most important disad-
vantages of the previous code, namely the aggregation of element matrices
into the global matrix. In the previous version, in order to ensure the cor-
rect state of saved tables, synchronization was required when adding element
matrices to the global matrix.
In the new version, no synchronization occurs at the time of saving the
data. In this case, parallelization of calculations took place in the loop iterat-
ing over the global basis functions A (corresponding to global matrix rows),
where each thread operates now on the loops iterating over all the elements
in which the given global basis function A is defined. Finally, iteration over Q
quadrature points occurs. This way, there is no need for any synchronization.
This solution is not without its drawbacks. Namely, this arrangement of
for loop calls requires loading and recalculating certain pieces of data from
memory many times. Nevertheless, the presented calculation scheme is very
desirable from the point of view of GPU cards.
The final version dedicated to GPU cards was created as a combination
of both the aforementioned approaches. A two-stage GPU algorithm was
created and is presented in Listing 4. The first step uses the positive aspects
of the solution presented in Listing 2. It allows us to calculate some values
and then save them temporarily in GPU memory. The second step (reading
these calculated values), allows us to perform the next time step calculation
without synchronization.
void compute_rhs_post_V1 ( ) {
int x = blockIdx . x ∗
blockDim . x + threadIdx . x ;
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int y = blockIdx . y ∗
blockDim . y + threadIdx . y ;
int z = blockIdx . z ∗
blockDim . z + threadIdx . z ;
i n t3 quad_order = make_int3 (
getDimX_quad_order ( ) ,
getDimY_quad_order ( ) ,
getDimZ_quad_order ( ) ) ;
i n t3 do f s = make_int3 (
getDimX_dofs ( ) ,
getDimY_dofs ( ) ,
getDimZ_dofs ( ) ) ;
i n t3 e lements = make_int3 (
getDimX_elements ( ) ,
getDimY_elements ( ) ,
getDimZ_elements ( ) ) ;
. . .
f l o a t 4 u = eval_fun ( . . . ) ;
. . .
}
Listing 5: Shared memory utilization: Less shared memory, more registers
void compute_rhs_post_V2 ( ) {
__shared__ int3 quad_order , dofs , e lements ;
__shared__ f l o a t 4 u [ 2 5 6 ] ;
int x = blockIdx . x ∗
blockDim . x + threadIdx . x ;
int y = blockIdx . y ∗
blockDim . y + threadIdx . y ;
int z = blockIdx . z ∗
blockDim . z + threadIdx . z ;
i f ( ( threadIdx . x==0)&&(threadIdx . y==0)&&(threadIdx . z
==0)) {
quad_order = make_int3 (
getDimX_quad_order ( ) ,
getDimY_quad_order ( ) ,
getDimZ_quad_order ( ) ) ;
do f s = make_int3 (
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getDimX_dofs ( ) ,
getDimY_dofs ( ) ,
getDimZ_dofs ( ) ) ;
e lements = make_int3 (
getDimX_elements ( ) ,
getDimY_elements ( ) ,
getDimZ_elements ( ) ) ;
}
__syncthreads ( ) ;
. . .
u [ threadIdx . y ∗ 16 + threadIdx . x ] = eval_fun ( . . . ) ;
. . .
}
Listing 6: Shared memory utilization: More shared memory, less registers
Another critical element examined in the (original) solver is loading the
same data many times repeatedly. In Listing 5, the first CUDA implementa-
tion of the algorithm discussed before is presented. In this implementation,
it is assumed that each thread calculates the value for a particular row of
the matrix. As it is shown, every time the calculation is performed every
thread loads several three-dimensional variables responsible for configuring
the calculation.
From the point of view of graphics cards, the problem is loading values
for quad_core, dofs, and elements. This action causes that these values are
placed in registers allocated to individual threads at compilation time. As
the GPU card has a specific architecture, it also has a set of many restrictions
affecting the efficiency, such as limiting the maximum number of threads per
block, the maximum number of threads per multiprocessor, the maximum
number of 32-bit registers per multiprocessor, block and thread. And the
last-mentioned limitation plays a key role in the implementation presented in
Listing 5. The compiler during the compilation process is able to determine
the required number of registers for each thread, and in case of too high
demand, it limits the number of physically performed calculations at the same
time on multiprocessors. This results in slowing down of the calculations.
The proposition of the more shared memory, fewer registers algorithm
presented in Listing 6 is addressing this problem. The shared memory re-
ferred to in this algorithm is also a memory built on registers, but it is
an additional memory block. One additional advantage of shared memory in
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comparison to registers is the ability to access it through all threads in a given
calculation block. Therefore, the proposition of the algorithm presented in
Listing 6 is based on loading repeating constants into shared memory, so that
the vast majority of registers are distributed to perform proper calculations
so that the number of realistically parallel threads on a given multiprocessor
is definitely greater than during the first implementation of the program.
The last detected IGA code retarder on graphics cards is the organization
of the algorithm loops. Problematic from the GPU’s point of view is the
stop condition checking stage. When the if control statement is executed,
all threads are synchronized and separated into two groups i.e. the ones who
meet the condition and the others – what is important the second group has
to wait until the first group finis their job. In the consequence, there is a risk
of synchronization of all threads working in a given block - what is the more
so painful if there are nested loops or conditional statements in the code .
void compute_rhs_post_V1 ( int X, int Y){
int x = blockIdx . x ∗ blockDim . x + threadIdx . x ;
for ( int y=0 ; y<Y ; ++y) {
for ( int x=0 ; x<X ; ++x) {
M[ y , x ] = get_val (x , y ) ;
}
}
. . .
}
Listing 7: Implementation with no unrolled loops
template<int X, int Y>
void compute_rhs_post_V2 ( ) {
int x = blockIdx . x ∗ blockDim . x + threadIdx . x ;
#pragma un r o l l
for ( int y=0 ; y<Y ; ++y) {
#pragma un r o l l
for ( int x=0 ; x<X ; ++x) {
M[ y , x ] = get_val (x , y ) ;
}
}
. . .
}
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Time Memory
Size CPU GPU 1 GPU 2 CPU GPU 2
83 0.06 s 0.01 s (x6) 0.01 s (x6) 88 MB 77 MB
163 0.52 s 0.03 s (x17.3) 0.015 s (x34.6) 89 MB 90 MB
323 4.18 s 0.09 s (46.4x) 0.04 s (x104.5) 92 MB 141 MB
643 33.44 s 0.45 s (x74.3) 0.22 s (x152) 123 MB 354 MB
1283 270 s 3.17 s (x85.2) 1.6 s (x169) 356 MB 1238 MB
2563 2122 s 24.42 s (x86.9) 12.39 s (x171.2) 2185 MB 5050 MB
Table A.2: Time and memory consumption by IGA CPU and GPU solver versions.
void compute_rhs_post_V2_launch ( int X){
switch (X) {
case 1 : compute_rhs_post_V2<1, 1>() ; break ;
case 2 : compute_rhs_post_V2<2, 2>() ; break ;
}
}
Listing 8: Implementation with unrolled loops
In the case of the IGA algorithm presented in Listing 7, it can be seen
that the standard implementation of this algorithm (in particular for three-
dimensional space) can generate a fairly deeply nested for instructions. For-
tunately, in its specification, the CUDA programming language has a direc-
tive requiring the compiler to unroll a loop. Unrolling the loop means, in
fact, pasting subsequent iterations of the for loop body as many times as
the condition of the loop indicates so that the final code does not have the
repetitive conditional if instructions. To be able to achieve this type of un-
rolling, at the compilation time, the final value with which the current state
of the loop counter is compared is required. Unfortunately, in the presented
solution providing such a specific value is impossible because it is obtained
from the dynamically loaded configuration. The algorithm schema presented
in Listing 7 solves this problem. In practice, during compilation, functions
are expanded for all possible configurations of the parameter passed using
template parameters. As a result, it is possible to reduce the number of
nested loops and significantly speed up the program.
In Table A.2 speed-up and memory consumption for CPU original im-
plementation presented in Listing 2 and for GPU optimized version from
Listing 8, are presented for one and two GPUs. The GLUON library [15]
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glues several instances of GPU tumor simulators, executed on different GPUs,
so they can simulate larger problems. Experiments have been performed on
Prometheus supercomputer [16, 17], where CPU means Intel Xeon E5-2680v3
processor and GPU means Nvidia Tesla K40 XL. As one may see for 2563
dimension, the speed-up of more than 171 times can be observed.
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